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analyses cognitive process like attitude, advert response and the link between brand and consumer self-concept. IAT can predict consumer behavior (Perkins 1). $Y = m_1 + m_2 + m_3 + m_4 + C$ Therefore, Dialog has to provide the goods at the $Y$ (Consumer purchase behaviour) = m (cost efficient) affordable rate that consumer can purchase and also, $m$ (information satisfaction) + $m$ (consumer trust) + they have to check the competitors price and come up $m$ (internet shopping experience) + $c(-.74)$ with a pricing strategy in order for the ... Consumer attitudes and behaviours may change over time and be impacted by external events such as the expansion of the CDR or consumer awareness. Consent terms should always align to current consumer preferences. Versioning. The standards have adopted a two level versioning strategy. The high-level standards (including principles, Uniform Resource Identifier structure, ...